
	
	

TECHASSURE RELEASES 2016 CYBER INSURANCE BENCHMARKING REPORT 
 

CHARLOTTE, NC – March 10, 2016 – TechAssure, the international nonprofit association of insurance and risk 
management experts for technology and cyber risks, is proud to announce the launch of the 2016 Cyber 
Insurance Benchmarking Report. Over 700 cyber insurance policies from a variety of industries were analyzed 
to determine the purchasing patterns of organizations - highlighting premium cost, coverage selection and 
market allocation. 

“As the cyber insurance market matures, TechAssure enjoys a unique perspective in the marketplace – as our 
members have been managing cyber risks for more than 15 years,” said TechAssure Executive Director Garrett 
Droege. “Due to our extensive experience in managing technology risks, we are able to assist virtually every 
industry that is now grappling with the challenge of cyber risk management.” 

The report is unique in the fact that the data was collected from multiple brokers across the United States. 
“Most cyber benchmarking data is specific to one brokerage, and thus their client base,” said Droege. With 15 
domestic members, located in virtually every major metropolitan area in the country, TechAssure was able to 
get a wide variety of industries and company sizes.  

TechAssure has previously released benchmarking studies on Technology Errors & Omissions Liability, 
Directors & Officers Liability and Venture Capital Asset Protection (VCAP) Liability. The goal of the reports is to 
help companies better understand what their peers purchase from an insurance standpoint, as well as pricing 
trends, limit availability and carrier selection. 

 

 

MORE ABOUT TECHASSURE 
TechAssure is a unique consortium of risk management experts serving innovative industries, such as technology, telecommunications, life 
sciences, clean tech, as well as the venture capital and private equity firms that fund them.   Comprised of 22 specialist firms located in 
strategic locations across the world, TechAssure members collectively serve over 4,000 clients and represent over $3 Billion in premium 
volume.    The association also produces a proprietary annual benchmarking report for the industries it serves. TechAssure is currently 
celebrating its 16th year. TechAssure is the endorsed broker network of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA). 

# # # 

If you would like more information about this topic, please contact H. Garrett Droege, CPCU, CIC at +1-704-728-7232 or email at 
garrett@techassure.com.  Or visit www.techassure.com or on Twitter @TechAssure 
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